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Today’s smart devices provide hams with an 
amazing amount of capability 

 

App stores provide low cost software (often 
free) that is easy to install and can update 
automatically 

 

Dongles and other external devices can 
interface apps to your radio 



 

Logging / Callsign Lookup 
Digital Modes 
APRS 
Ham Tools (RF calculators, band plans, etc) 
Directories (repeater, SOTA, etc) 
Propagation Tools 
License Test Prep 
CW Training 
 



RCForb (Remotehams.com) $9.99 
Enjoy operating remote amateur 
transceivers & more by joining 
our community today! Don't 
miss rare DX you may never have 
a chance to hear. Test your own 
signal propagation, are you being 
heard in a DX location? Multiple 
operator support allows for new 
methods of contesting, nets, 
round tables, etc. between RF 
and REMOTE operators. Highly 
recommended by Pat WA0TDA. I 
am just beginning to explore this 
app’s capabilities, listening only 
for now. 



CW Morse Trainer – Wolphi LLC $2.99 

Learn or improve Morse 
code with Morse Trainer. 
Now with Farnsworth 
speed and Koch method. 
With a lot of settings it is 
very comfortable to 
adjust Morse Trainer to 
your current level. 
I am using the Koch 
method and Farnsworth 
speeds to relearn CW. 
Generates CW in groups 
of 5, Callsigns, QSO Text, 
English Words, own text 
or ebook modes.  



APRSDroid – Georg Lukas $4.95 

APRSdroid is a very full 
featured APRS application. It 
allows reporting your position 
as well as sending and 
receiving messages. It also 
conveniently displays nearby 
stations as a list or on a map.  
I use this app with a 
Mobilinkd Bluetooth TNC to 
interface with a Kenwood 
K2AT handheld. Can also use 
TCIP connection of Android 
Phone. 



A simple application to assist in everyday HF 
propagation prediction. Calculates MUF (Maximum 
Usable Frequency) and LUF (Lowest Usable Frequency) 
to any location in the world based on SSN data.  
It contains the complete and updated DXCC countries 
list, so that you do not have to enter latitude/longitude 
but type directly the DXCC prefix or country name for 
the transmitter and receiver location. 

 

MUF Predictor – SV1DJG - Free 

Most often used propagation 
paths can be saved so that a 
prediction can run on them 
later. There is no limit to the 
number of paths stored into 
the application. 
I just downloaded this app 
and it looks interesting to say 
the least. 

 



Solar Data & HF Propagation-droidtechapp-Free 

This widget displays current HF propagation 
predictions. 
 
Displayed predictions are calculated with solar 
data shown in detailed view. 
 
(shown in French – can set English) 
 
Quick and nifty app to quickly check the 
propagation likely on the bands 



Honorable Mentions: 
Maidenhead Grid Square Locator App by LSTools 
Functions: 
* determine the Maidenhead Grid Locator. 
infos: Lat/Lon, address, GPS accuracy, 
* input locator or address of destination 
* calculating locator, direction and distance to 
destination. 
* compass to point to destination locator 

HAM RADIO DXCC LOOKUP by magicbug 
Search amateur radio callsigns to find the DXCC, Continent, CQ 
& ITU Zone and a central latitude and longitude. 



Honorable Mentions: 
Antenna Tool by Talixa Software 
A tool to help users create antennas of various 
types. Calculations available for dipole, vertical 
(1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8, and full wave), 
inverted vee, quad loop, delta loop, and yagi. 
Simply enter the frequency, select the antenna 
type, and all necessary calculations are displayed. 

DROIDProp by Jochen Schäuble  
DroidProp is professional HF propagation prediction software 
for 3 to 30 MHz, powered by VOACAP (Voice of America 
Coverage Analysis Program). This app is mainly intended for 
ham radio operators and SWLs (shortwave listeners). 
All calculations are done in the device. No Internet connection 
is required, except for automatic updates of the sunspot 
numbers at regular intervals. 



Honorable Mentions: 
WSPRNet Viewer for WSPR by Mentis Avis 
WsprNet Viewer periodically retrieves and displays signal 
propagation reports (WSPR) from www.wsprnet.org. 
Tapping on a specific report displays more details about it, 
along with a world map image identifying the transmitter 
and receiver locations. Get notified when propagation is 
reported to be good for a particular frequency band. 

DxFun Cluster by ayasystems  
A simple, easy to use DX Cluster, live on your Android device 



Non-”Ham” Apps I recommend 

Accuweather – WeatherBug – PYKL3 Radar (paid) 
All have different feature sets– WXBug has Spark! Lightning detection 
I use PYKL3 when the storms get severe. Great for Skywarn spotting! 

Scanner Radio Pro  SpecScope  WIFI Analyzer 
Scanner feeds – Public Audio Spectrum scope WIFI detector and 
Safety, Ham Repeaters,  uses built-in mic – just signal strength display 
From around the world plain fun to play with 



Ham Log – Pignology LLC - $0.99 
HamLog is an amateur radio logging and tools application. It is meant for use when 
operating portable from the field or mobile (drive safe!). HamLog supports iPhone, 
iPod Touch and iPad. 
 



Ham Morse – AA9PW - $4.99 
Learn and practice Morse code where ever you 
are. The code is sent using the Farnsworth timing 
The maximum speed that the morse can be sent 
at is 50 words per minute.  
 
Practice a variety of sets of characters from 
individual random letters all the way to the 
current news stories from around the world. 
 
• Koch 
• Letters  
• Numbers 
• Callsigns. 
• Top 100 and 500 most common words 
• News feeds 
• Ham QSOs  



WaveGuide – Rockwell Schrock - $2.99 

Real-time HF propagation 
conditions for iPhone and iPad  
 
Utilizing data from popular DX 
clusters like PSK Reporter, DX 
Watch, and Reverse Beacon 
Network, WaveGuide plots real-
time propagation conditions on 
a global map, connecting 
stations with great circles to 
show exactly where band 
conditions are best. 



BeaconAid-HF – Danny Goodman - $0.99 
Use BeaconAid-HF -- while listening to your 
receiver -- to decipher the global NCDXF/IARU HF 
beacon network and determine actual, real-time 
band openings.  
 
Even if you don't understand Morse code 
identifiers of the 18 beacon stations, with the 
help of your receiver, BeaconAid-HF will show you 
where in the world the 20, 17, 15, 12, or 10 meter 
bands are really -- not theoretically -- open within 
three minutes.  
 
Use the "By Beacon" view while listening to your 
receiver to find out if one or more bands are open 
to a desired DX destination. 



PSKer – Mark Oskin - $2.99 

PSKer is a PSK31 receiver and 
transmitter. Features: 
 
* PSK31 send/receive 
* Universal app 
* Landscape mode on the iPad, 
Portrait mode on the 
iPhone/iPad 
* Configurable macros for 
common messages (CQ, ...) 
* Automatic frequency locking 
* Realtime sonogram w/zoom 
view 
* Support for mic and line-in 
receive, and speaker-out/line-
out transmission. 



ARRL Repeater 
Directory 

QST Magazine  

RepeaterBook 

Echolink 


